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GTU faces manpower crunch
With in-charge registrar Vadodaria appointed as LD College of Engineering principal, tech varsity struggles with fewer officials
AM

VADODARIA TAKES CHARGE
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ujarat Technological University believes in making its
staff multi-task, for sure. On
Monday it appointed Jitendra Lilani as its deputy registrar. Even though he already had the
additional responsibility of controller of examination at the varsity, he
was also made the officiating registrar
after the previous officiating registrar
G P Vadodaria became the principal
of LD College of Engineering.
The five-year-old university is hit
by manpower crunch, yet again. For
starters, long serving GTU in-charge
registrar Vadodaria was recently appointed as principal of LDCE. He was
appointed in-charge registrar when
varsity was formed. For a brief period,
GTU had got full-time registrar in Gitesh Joshi but he resigned following a

G P Vadodaria took charge as the principal of LD College of Engineering on
Monday. Former principal M B Dholakia handed over charge to him at 4.30
pm as faculty and staff at the college
greeted Vadodaria with sweets and
flowers.
Vadodaria said he was happy to
come back to his ‘home-pitch’ as he
started his career at LDCE. He said
solving students’ problems apart from
improving and facilitating research
and development facilities at the college will be his prime focus.
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GU Vice Chancellor M N Patel (R) greets G P Vadodaria as the latter takes charge
as principal of LD College of Engineering. Patel has been a principal of LDCE
controversy about a year ago.
With Vadodaria going away, the
varsity will have to rely on Lilalni who
is now holding two crucial portfolios.
The lethargy on the university’s part
to appoint full-time registrar has

come under scanner as the state government has already given it the permission to hire one. Vice Chancellor
Akshai Aggarwal said they have not
succeeded in finding suitable candidate. “IT is because the pay scale of the

registrar is on a par with assistant professor’s. Competent candidates do
not want to join at a lower salary. We
have requested the state government
to increase the pay scale of registrar. If
we do not get the permission soon, we
will advertise to get new full-time registrar,” he said.
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LAW ACADEMY AT GNLU
Gujarat National Law University, in collaboration with the Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs, is organising an international law academy for diplomats, scholars and
teachers from November 3 to 8 . The objective is to create awareness and familiarise foreign service officials on the nuances
of international law while dealing with contemporary issues of international law. The
participants are from developing countries
and resource persons include members of
the International Law Commission and professors from India, the US, Australia, Austria, South Africa, China and Switzerland.

CEPTians WIN DESIGN DO
A model designed by Jaishil Shah, Parth Patel, Dhaval Patel and Pramit Shah, all students of Faculty of Technology of Cept University, was declared winner at the
SEISMISM event at ‘AMALTHEA’, organised
by IIT Gandhinagar on October 11 and 12.
The task was to make an earthquake resistive model with defined criteria. Models
were tested on a Shake Table and were evaluated on the basis of the time period for
which they could sustain predefined dead
load at varying frequency.

Rs 3,000-cr octroi scam

Thara proposed harsher
penalty for guilty officials
AM

The then DyMC Thara had recommended that Pandya be suspended and a charge sheet framed against him
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he standing committee of
the civic body has cleared
the file of three officials
accused of being involved
in a Rs 3,000-crore octroi scam.
The committee passed the punishment proposed by former
civic chief Guruprasad Mohapatra. Interestingly, it has come
to light that current civic chief D
Thara, who was the then deputy
municipal commissioner (vigilance), had recommended
harsher penalty for the three officials.
Deputy Municipal Commissioner T G Zalawadia, deputy accessor and tax collector
Prashant Pandya and retired octroi superintendent Abbas Ali
Bahelim were accused of giving
code numbers to some electron-

T

ic good traders so they need not
mention their names while paying octroi. Under this system,
octroi that was to be paid per
piece was collected as per
weight. This resulted in huge
loss to AMC. IAS officer D K Sikri, who was Sales Tax Commissioner in 2003, wrote a letter to
the then municipal commissioner R K Tripathi informing
him that merchants on Relief
Road were indulging in octroi
evasion.
The case was investigated by
the vigilance department. In a
report (a copy of which is with
Mirror), the then DyMC Thara
had recommended that Pandya
be suspended and a charge sheet
framed against him. She recommended that Baheli’s pension
be stopped under Pension Act I
and a chargesheet issued
against Zalawadia.
However, Mohapatra light-

ened the punishment. He proposed to the standing committee that Zalawadia be fined Rs
2,000 every month for two
years, Pandya -- who is currently
the deputy director (solid waste
management) -- lose two increments while Bahelim be fined
Rs 2,000 per month for three
years.
Asked about this, standing
committee chairman Praveen
Patel said, “We have passed the
work proposed by Mohapatra
when he was municipal commissioner. There is no issue
about it.”
Thara, who is the current
municipal commissioner, said,
“I do not remember this report
as we used to conduct many inquiries. I cannot say anything
about the former commissioner’s proposal to the standing
committee as it was tabled
much before I took charge.”

